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ABSTRACT:
The future demands on professional archaeological prospection will be its ability to cover large areas in a time and cost efficient
manner with very high spatial resolution and accuracy. The objective of the 2010 in Vienna established Ludwig Boltzmann Institute
for Archaeological Prospection and Virtual Archaeology, in collaboration with its nine European partner organisations, is the
advancement of the state-of-the-art. This goal will be achieved by focusing on the development of remote sensing, geophysical
prospection and virtual reality applications. Main focus will be placed on novel integrated interpretation approaches combining
cutting-edge near-surface prospection methods with advanced computer science.

1. INTRODUCTION
2. THE LBI INITIATIVE

Over the past decades landscape archaeology has increasingly
gained importance. Despite a vast variety of approaches, a tacit
agreement consists in the fact that landscape archaeologists are
investigating beyond the individual site, dealing with space at
different scales. This has led many archaeologists, but also
preservationists, to enlarge their field of endeavour from
individual sites towards entire archaeological landscapes.
In order to be able to protect archaeological landscapes, these
have to be identified and documented, which for various reasons
presents an archaeological challenge: The massive threat of
destruction and deterioration of buried cultural heritage
demands for fast, efficient and reliable methods for its
identification, documentation and interpretation. At the same
time, the European Convention on the Protection of the
Archaeological Heritage (Valletta-Convention) states that nondestructive investigation methods should be applied wherever
possible (ETS N143, article 3).
Therefore,
large-scale
applications
of
non-invasive
archaeological prospection methods (e.g. aerial archaeology,
airborne laser scanning (ALS) and all kinds of near-surface
geophysical prospection) comprise a great potential. These
methods offer the most appropriate solution in order to provide
both landscape archaeologists and planning authorities with the
necessary spatial information at multiple scales, ranging from
the archaeological site to a complete archaeological landscape.
However, scientific archaeological prospection requires the
implementation and adherence to the highest technical standards
in regard to instrumentation, spatial sampling intervals,
positioning accuracy, data processing and visualization, as well
as appropriate novel methodological concepts for the
archaeological interpretation of individual sites and
archaeological landscapes. This requirement demands
coordinated fundamental research aimed at the development and
improvement of new ways to acquire the basic data sets, and to
extract their archaeologically relevant information by means of
well-thought, integrative interpretation tools.

The Ludwig Boltzmann Institute for Archaeological Prospection
and Virtual Archaeology (LBI ArchPro), founded in April 2010,
is focusing on the necessary fundamental and applied research
to develop remote sensing, geophysical prospection, Virtual
Reality applications and novel integrated interpretation
approaches dedicated to landscape archaeology. The LBI
ArchPro is based in Vienna, but integrates a Europe-wide
partner consortium, representing academic and research
institutions, archaeological service providers, and governmental
authorities from Austria, Germany, Great Britain, Norway, and
Sweden. Its major objectives are
1. The development of novel methods, algorithms and
software tools for the processing, digital GIS-based
description and three-dimensional visualization of the huge
amount of data collected.
2. Sophisticated processing of the airborne and
geophysical data for subsequent integrated archaeological
interpretation.
3. The development of an integrative GIS-based
platform for researchers to manage and to collaborate on
the huge and complex datasets covering archaeological
landscapes.
4. Among these implementations, Virtual Reality will
function as an important interface technology, making data
and results graphically accessible to the scientific
community and the public.
The research programme is focusing on the following
programme
lines:
Archaeological
Remote
Sensing,
Archaeological Geophysical Prospection and Archaeological
Interpretation, Spatial Analysis & Virtual Archaeology.
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der to enhance thhe quality of th
he DTMs and too
of ALS-data: in ord
allow
w for a reliablee interpretationn of the acquired data, an in-depth
h understanding
g of the interact
ction of the emitted laser beam
m
with the sensed surface
s
is esseential. Up to now only thee
geom
metric informattion representedd by the ALS point cloud iss
typiccally used for archaeologicaal interpretation
n. Aside from
m
geom
metrical information ALS addditionally provid
des radiometricc
inforrmation (typiically short-w
wavelength-infrrared), whichh
depeends on many influencing
i
facttors (e.g. flightt altitude, laserr
poweer, atmosphericc conditions) annd has to be caliibrated in orderr
to allow for a flightt independent in
interpretation of the data. Thiss
will help to dev
velop advancedd
addittionally knowleedge gained w
meth
hods for DTM
M generation based on FW
WF-informationn
(Leh
hner and Briese 2010).
3.1.3
3 Systematic
evaluation
of
airborrne
imagingg
specttroscopy (AIS)) data for aeriaal archaeology: Conventionall
aeriaal photographicc reconnaissannce and the in
nterpretation off
aeriaal images depen
nd on a wide ran
ange of parametters involved inn
the formation off visibility m
marks. Aerial archaeologistss
conv
ventionally focu
us their interestt on the interacction of visiblee
and near-infrared (NIR) radiatiion with vegetation. Usingg
analo
ogue film or dig
gital sensors, thhese visible and
d the NIR bandss
of th
he spectrum can
n be recorded w
within up to th
hree bands withh
band
dwidths of roug
ghly 100 nm ((Verhoeven 20
008). However,,
each
h plant shows a characteristitic signature over
o
the entiree
specttrum depending
g on its type, eenvironmental conditions andd
stress due to the archaeologicall structure un
nderneath. Thiss
charaacteristic specctral “fingerprrint” can only
y be crudelyy
visuaalized by the th
hree bands of cconventional im
maging (Figuree
3).
ng airborne imaaging spectrosccopy devices, there
t
is a highh
Usin
poten
ntial to overco
ome the limitaations of conv
ventional aeriall
photography and significantly enhance the detection off
archaaeological strucctures even undder less favourab
ble conditions.
The LBI ArchPro
o systematicallly evaluates AIS data forr
archaaeological purp
poses. Selectedd sample-regions within casee
study
y areas are repeeatedly coveredd by AIS sensorrs together withh
simu
ultaneous groun
nd-based measuurements using a spectrometerr
for radiometric
r
correction purposees. The combin
ned, GIS-basedd
interrpretation of thee different dataa focuses on the evaluation off
the most suitablee band combbinations for archaeologicall
interrpretation depeending on the mission param
meters (sensorr
type,, acquisition date, spectral andd geometrical reesolution). Dataa
acqu
uisition and sysstematic evaluaation concentrates on selectedd
areass, which are fu
ully covered byy geophysical prospection inn
orderr to compare th
he success ratee of AIS with an
a independentt
contrrol measure.

3. RESEARC
CH PROGRAM
MME
3.1 Airbornee archaeological remote sensing
3.1.1 Autom
matized orthorrectification off aerial imagerry: In
order to makke use of thheir archaeolog
gical potentiall, the
photographs hhave to be interpreted and mapped.
m
As a basic
requirement, the photographhs should be orthorectified at a
sufficient accuracy, dependiing on the scaale, defined byy the
smallest featurres that will bee interpreted. For a highly acccurate
georeferencingg and orthoophoto generaation from aerial
photography, photogramm
metrical softw
ware and eexpert
experience arre necessary (Scollar
(
et al., 1990). Althhough
suitable softw
ware is alreadyy available att reasonable pprices,
rectification sstill is a time consuming and
a
therefore ccostly
process: mosst time is neeeded for thee identificatioon of
appropriate grround control points.
p
Especiaally in case of large
scale projectss comprising thousands of aerial photogrraphs,
accurate orthoorectification will
w be a cruciaal factor in term
ms of
time and cost eexpenditure.
Therefore, onne task of the LBI ArchPro is to researchh and
develop toolls for semi-aautomatic orth
horectification and
georeferencingg of aerial phootography. Thiss is achieved bby the
with
construction oof a hand-helld calibrated camera-system
c
attached GPS and low-cost Inertial Measurement Unit (IIMU),
as well as byy the developm
ment of softwarre to approxim
mately
georeference tthe oblique imaages relative to existing orthopphotos
of the respectiive area.
The GPS and IMU data willl be used as iniitial input valuees for
the outer orienntation of the photograph.
p
Usiing a Digital Teerrain
Model (DTM
M), orthophotoos, and the approximate georeferencing infformation provvided by GPS an
nd IMU, the deetailed
georeferencingg of the imaages and imag
ge blocks wiill be
performed byy matching of
o corresponding control ppoints
determined inn the orthophooto and the ob
blique photogrraphs.
Additionally, iit will be invesstigated whether the latter mattching
strategy can also be usedd for georeferrencing and pproper
orthorectificattion of older aeerial imagery an
nd imagery acqquired
without GPS+
+IMU data (see Figure 1 for a first
f attempt).
3.1.2 Full-w
waveform airbborne laser scaanning: Due tto its
ability to meaasure the grounnd under a vegeetation canopy, ALS
has a major impact on the archaeologicaal reconnaissannce of
vegetated areaas. The extensioon of aerial archaeology with stateof-the-art ALS
S (Pfeifer and Briese,
B
2007) and
a the developpment
of applicationns of ALS forr archaeological prospectionn is a
promising annd challengingg task investig
gated by the LBI
ArchPro.
The main objeective is the development of ALS
A applicationns for
archaeologicall prospection. We assume that full-waveeform
(FWF) ALS syystems will shoow considerable advantages fo
for the
generation of DTMs in vegettated areas, as the
t FWF-param
meters
might improvee classificationn of ALS data into terrain andd offterrain points, resulting in im
mproved DTM quality and a hhigher
potential for the subsequuent archaeological interprettation
(Doneus et al.. 2011). As FW
WF-ALS displaays a great poteential,
but still is inn its infancy (in
( contrast to
o conventional ALS
sensors FWF--ALS is just avvailable since a few years), seeveral
key topics, suuch as the evaluuation of the daata acquisition timeframe, and varrious techniquees for advanced
d classification oof the
acquired poinnt cloud, as weell as visualisaation techniquees are
being investiggated (Figure 2)). This research
h is conducted oon the
basis of repeaated test flightts using RIEGL
L LMS-Q680i laser
scanners (www
w.riegl.com).
Other researcch topics undeer investigation
n are the com
mplex
interaction of the laser beam
m with differentt types of vegettation
diometric calibrration
cover (Doneuss and Briese 20010) and the rad

Figure
F
1. 3D vissualization of thee Roman civil amp
phitheatre of
Carnuntum
C
(Austrria). The camera positions and 3D
D geometry is
extraacted fully automa
atically using com
mputer vision alg
gorithms (Doneus
et al. 2012, FFig. 1).
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Figure 2. Visuualisation of a filteered DTM of a Medieval
M
ruined c astle in the case-sstudy area St. An
nna. Upper left: hiillshade; upper right: combinationn
of hillshade and
a slope; lower left:
l
positive and negative openness; lower right: lo
ocal relief model and hillshade.

Figure 3. Investigating thhe spectral profilee of cropmarks duue to stressed (blu
ue) and unstressed
d (green) vegetatiion in the case-stu
udy area of
Carnuntum.
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anten
nna arrays (M
MIRA – MAL
LÅ Geosciencee AB) permitt
considerably increaased spatial cooverage with simultaneouslyy
greattly improved sample spacing of up to 4 × 8 cm (Fig. 5),,
resullting in imag
ges of the suubsurface of unprecedentedd
resollution and strucctural clarity (Trrinks et al., 201
10) .

3.2 Efficientt geophysical archaeological prospection
p
Geophysical archaeological prospection offers
o
efficientt and
powerful, nonn-destructive methods for the discoveryy and
detailed mappping of archaeeological structtures hidden inn the
shallow subsuurface (Linfordd, 2006; Gaffneey and Gater, 22003;
Neubauer, 20001b; Scollar ett al., 1990). In
n respect to thee LBI
ArchPro objeective to devellop efficient techniques
t
for noninvasive prosppection the mosst promising methods
m
are maggnetic
survey, resistivvity mapping annd ground peneetrating radar (G
GPR).

3.2.2
2 Automated
d positioning,, survey naavigation andd
topographic data co
orrections: Exacct real time possitioning of thee
moto
orized multichaannel sensor arrrays with centim
metre accuracyy
is off paramount im
mportance for data quality and
a subsequentt
imag
ging, analysis and
a interpretatioon. The requireements for fast,,
highly accurate real-time positiooning systems and advancedd
gation are identtical in case of bboth motorized
d magnetometerr
navig
and GPR
G prospectio
on, permitting tthe developmen
nt of a commonn
soluttion. A promisiing approach caan be realized using real-timee
kinem
matic positioniing technologyy based on GPS systems andd
robotic total-station
ns with centimeetre accuracy (G
Gaffney, 2008;;
Leck
kebusch, 2005).. They are cruccial for exact data
d positioningg
and navigation and
d permit highly
ly efficient mo
otorized surveyy
systeems resulting in
n considerably iincreasing efficciency and dataa
qualiity.
Topo
ographic factorrs seriously aff
ffect data qualiity during dataa
colleection. The lo
ocal topographhy and corressponding GPR
R
anten
nna tilt (Goodm
man at al. 2006)), in-line as cross-line, have too
be taaken into account during data pprocessing in order
o
to achievee
correect data projection and imaginng. Ground and airborne basedd
terreestrial laser-scan
nning (TLS andd ALS) permit the mapping off
the micro-topograp
m
hy in very highh resolution, alllowing for thee
efficient integratio
on of local toopography mo
odels into thee
geop
physical data prrocessing and vvisualization. The
T mapping off
the micro-topograp
m
hy in combinaation with geop
physical surveyy
data will permit for the develoopment, implementation andd
ms, resulting inn
appliication of improved data correection algorithm
considerably increased data and im
mage quality.

3.2.1 Motorrized multisenssory measuremeent devices: In order
to enable largge-scale near suurface geophyssical prospectioon an
increase in m
measurement efficiency is needed. The most
important isssues regarding profession
nal archaeoloogical
prospection arre speed, sensitiivity and spatiaal resolution (Beecker,
2009). The cooverage of conssiderably larger areas and incrreased
sample densitiies at constant expenditure of time in the fielld are
today possiblle by high inhherent sample rates of the used
instruments annd by dramaticaally increased survey
s
speed offfered
by motorizedd multichannell sensor systeems and advaanced
navigation soolutions. The use of moto
orized measureement
devices for archaeologicall prospection implicates seeveral
technological and methodological challenges.
For large-scalee prospection fluxgate
f
gradiom
meter (FG) andd very
sensitive, mulltisensory Caessium (CS) maagnetometer syystems
(Pico Enviroteec) are mounted on purposee-built non-maggnetic
carts, which are towed byy motorized All
A Terrain Vehhicles
(ATV) or Quaad bikes. The ATVs
A
carry the power supplyy, the
data logging unit and advaanced navigation systems. S
Sensor
arrangements with up to 10 Foerster fluxg
gate probes moounted
with 25 cm crross-line spacinng on the trailerrs, as well as aaccess
to more than a dozen CS senssors will permitt the setup of seeveral
magnetometerr arrays for effiicient large-scaale magnetic suurveys
(Fig. 4). In casse of GPR surveys newly deveeloped multi-chhannel

Figure 4. Motoorized multichannnel Fluxgate grad
diometer systemss based on 10-chaannel digitizers, Realtime
R
Kinemaatic GPS receiverrs and navigationn
solutions permitt the high-resolutiion magnetic arch
haeological prosppection of over 15
5 hectares per day
y and system.
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Figure 5. The 16-channel MAL
LÅ Imaging Radaar Array permits the efficient surv
vey of up to three hectares per day in unprecedented
d resolution: this
mately 1.58 m deepth for the first ti
time resolved the individual pillarss (visible as rowss of black dots) off the hypocaust
GPR depth-slice from approxim
um building in thhe Roman town of Carnuntum, Au
ustria (courtesy off MALÅ Geoscieence AB).
system inn the easternmostt room of the Foru

The main platform for integratedd archaeologicaal interpretationn
will be a GIS-b
based archaeollogical inform
mation system,,
exten
nded by appropriate, easyy-to-use tools for dynamicc
visuaalization and sp
patial analysis for integrated archaeologicall
interrpretation, dataa archiving, da
data retrieval and
a
long term
m
main
ntenance.

3.2.3 Data processing and
a
visualization of large--scale
geophysical data: The new motorized
m
multii-sensor devicees and
the combinatiion of the miicro-topography
y with geophyysical
survey data deemand approprriate algorithmss for optimizedd data
interpolation and the impplementation and
a
applicatioon of
improved dataa correction alggorithms. Addiitionally, large--scale
archaeologicall geophysical prospection
p
su
urveys require novel
data processinng algorithms for
f the removall and suppressiion of
disturbing noiise in the data and unwanted
d side effects oof the
towing vehiclees and multichhannel arrays. Data
D acquired dduring
motorized proospection surveeys lacks regu
ular sample spaacing,
which compllicates the prooblem of data merging duue to
amplitude offfsets caused by
b measuremen
nts conducted with
different systeem orientationss, on different days, times oof the
year, and channging weather and
a ground cond
ditions.
A further impportant objectivve of the LBI ArchPro
A
is therrefore
the optimizattion of the data
d
processing
g and visualizzation
routines througgh implementaation of improveed, and developpment
of novel data pprocessing and imaging algorithms. The key ttarget
will be the geeneration of datta images of highest resolutionn and
quality, that m
most realisticallyy show the subsurface structurres of
interest, presennted in a graphically suitable and
a easy perceiivable
style.

3.4 Case Studies
With
hin the researcch programme,, various geog
graphical areass
havee been selected in order to proovide different archaeologicall
landsscapes for distinct case studdies. Here, alll non-invasive,,
meth
hods and techn
niques mentionned above will be combined,,
inclu
uding remote sensing, geopphysical prospeection, Virtuall
Reallity and dynaamic GIS-baseed integrated archaeologicall
interrpretation. The proposed pressentation will focus
f
on thesee
case--study areas and present the laatest developmeents and resultss
of th
he integrated pro
ospection approoach.
4. OUTL
LOOK
By bringing
b
togeth
her national andd international experts in thee
field
ds of high--tech archaeoological prosspection andd
comp
putational scien
nce, the LBI A
ArchPro and itts partners willl
drivee an active research and develoopment unit, esstablishing new
w
stand
dards and contrributing at the highest levels to the field off
interrnational arch
haeological sccience. In the
t
long-term
m
persp
pective, the kno
owledge, hard- and software to
ools, as well ass
the scientific
s
results produced by the LBI ArchP
Pro will permitt
routiine application
n of novel meethodologies and
a
techniquess
whicch will be of fu
undamental bennefit to archaeo
ological sciencee
and the investigatiion and protecction of endan
ngered culturall
o the LBI ArcchPro initiativee is to developp
herittage. The aim of
and apply cutting-edge technologyy and integrated
d interpretationn
minate archaeollogical heritagee by visualisingg
approaches to illum

and
3.3 Integratiive archaeoloogical data interpretation
i
spatiotemporral analysis
The LBI ArchhPro research programme
p
pro
oduces new com
mplex
datasets of arcchaeological laandscapes. Thesse demand adeequate
data managgement and an integratted archaeoloogical
interpretation. Therefore, noovel concepts of
o dynamic annalysis
including tem
mporal relatioons and attrib
butes have too be
developed. Thhe main challeenge is the traansformation oof the
acquired and pprocessed compplex physical prospection
p
dataa into
interpretative archaeologicaal information that is accu
curate,
readable and rready to use for other archaeolo
ogists.
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unique, formerly unknown, and otherwise invisible
archaeological monuments and sites, which will be of great
value to scientists as well as the general public alike. Providing
scientists with new technological solutions, the development of
novel archaeological concepts based on empirical data collected
in great quality and quantity will be possible. Expanding the
international LBI ArchPro case studies into large-scale
applications, the work conducted within the research consortium
will provide scientific access to GIS-based virtual and scalable
archaeological data - from individual postholes to entire
archaeological landscapes.
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